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ABSTRACT
The current experiment tests for an effect of
attention during phonetic learning by manipulating
attentional allocation to different aspects of the
phonetic signal during training. In an identification
task, two native English speaking participant
groups were trained on novel Hindi words
containing unfamiliar consonants and vowels. Both
groups were presented with the same auditory
stimuli. One group was instructed to attend to the
Hindi consonants and the other to the Hindi vowels
presented in these words. The group oriented
toward consonants showed greater consonant
discrimination ability than the group oriented
toward vowels in a post-test/pre-test comparison.
Keywords: attention, Hindi, second-language,
SLA
1. INTRODUCTION
The current study explores the role of attention in
the learning of novel phonetic categories by adults.
It is well known that listeners have difficulties with
some non-native phonetic contrasts due to prior
native-language experience [1, 2, 7]. Presumably
listeners have developed an orientation of their
attentional resources adapted to the particulars of
the native language and this acquired processing
can lead to interference in learning novel phonetic
contrasts. A growing body of research is
investigating the role of attention in learning.
The role of directed attention in learning is well
established for visual stimuli [4, 6], reading
acquisition [14], and adult acquisition of grammar
[19, 20]. Many have also postulated an important
role for attention in phonetic learning [10, 11] and
laboratory training can effectively modify the
ability to discriminate non-native phonetic
categories [3]. Other studies have manipulated
characteristics of the stimuli on the assumption that
such manipulation aids the listener in directing
attention to some acoustic cues in preference to
others [12, 15]. Similarly, some studies have
manipulated training conditions to allow
comparison of specific acoustic cues, with the

assumption that listeners would then attend to
these cues [5, 8].
Note, however, that while previous studies posit
an attentional component to learning and use
stimuli that promote attention to certain cues, none
directly manipulate listeners’ attention during
training. However, an earlier study [9] explicitly
manipulated attention via training instructions.
Listeners attended to either phonetic or semantic
information of identical words from an unfamiliar
language. Those instructed to attend to phonetic
information showed greater phonetic learning.
Posner and Peterson [18] divide attention into
three systems: alertness, orienting, and detection.
Alertness is the executive control modulating
resources toward the orienting. Orienting is the
commitment of attentional resources to classspecific sensory stimuli. Orienting toward a class
increases the chance of detection within that class.
When a target is detected, that target is available
for further processing.
Orienting presumably increases the likelihood
of detection of the relevant acoustic cues, the
processing in short term memory [18], and the
transfer of the episode to long-term memory [13,
20]. It is hypothesized that greater orienting of
attention to a class of stimuli during training will
improve learning for that class of stimuli.
The current study manipulates endogenous
(internally directed) orienting of attention via
varying instructions during training of unfamiliar
phonetic categories from Hindi. English
monolinguals were randomly assigned to two
groups oriented toward either consonants or
vowels with the prediction that orienting to one
class will increase learning of that one class.
2. METHOD
2.1.

Participants

Forty-two (35 female) monolingual English
speakers (mean age 22.4) participated for course
credit. None had lived in a non-English speaking
region for more than six months, nor formally
studied another language for more than three years,
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nor had any appreciable exposure to any South
Asian language. All reported normal hearing.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
groups: consonant-attending (N=21) and vowelattending (N=21). Participants were unaware of the
existence of the other group.
2.2.

Materials

2.2.1. Material for discrimination tests.
Hindi vowel discrimination was expected to be
fairly accurate, as the contrasts employ duration
and quality differences similar to those employed
in English. In contrast, consonant discrimination
was expected to be less accurate, as some of the
Hindi contrasts employ phonetic distinctions
known to be difficult for English speakers [16].
Table 1: Hindi
discrimination test

minimal

Vowel contrasts

pairs

used

in

the

Consonant contrasts


[b] vs. [b ]
bav ‘wind’
bav ‘existence’
bil ‘swampland’
bil ‘tribal name’
bal ‘child’
bal ‘forehead’
bur ‘sawdust’
bur ‘fountain’

[e] vs. [o]
bel ‘vine’
bol ‘verse’
nok ‘tip, point’
nek ‘excellent’
pol ‘large gate’
pel ‘a shove’
kop ‘hole’
kep ‘cargo’

dal ‘lentil’
der ‘interval’
dev ‘god’
dan ‘bang’

[d] vs. []
al ‘pile’
er ‘shout’
ev ‘habit’
an ‘clang’

[i] vs. [i]
si ‘ditch’
si ‘craziness’
sil ‘dampness’
sil ‘flat stone’
ris ‘envy’
ris ‘offence’
bin ‘flute’
bin ‘without’

kad ‘hair’
kul ‘herd’
ko ‘fort’
kor ‘point’

[k] vs. []
ad ‘baldness’
ul ‘rose’
o ‘hem’
or ‘a grave’

[o] vs. [a]
kap ‘trembling’
kop ‘anger’
top ‘cannon’
tap ‘heat’
tar ‘moist’
tor ‘your, thy’
par ‘feather,
por ‘joint’

[t] vs. [t]
tan ‘body’
tan ‘udder’
tal ‘surface’
tal ‘land’
tam ‘suffering’
tam ‘pillar’
to ‘heart of
to ‘fracture’

wing’

plantain stem’

[t] vs. []
tak ‘as much as’
ak ‘gaze’
tis ‘thirty’
is ‘pain’
tal ‘applause’
al ‘pile’
tar ‘moist’
ar ‘shout’

A female Hindi speaker produced minimal pairs
for the discrimination test (Table 1). These
represented the following Hindi initial stop
contrasts: [b]-[b], [d]-[], [k]-[], [t]-[t], [t]-[]
and the following medial vowel contrasts: [a]-[a],
[e]-[o], [i]-[i], [o]-[a], [u]-[u]. Each word was
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2.2.2. Material for identification training.
A training paradigm used multiple talker stimuli.
Categories formed with more varied stimuli are
typically more robust and able to generalize to
novel stimuli [3, 17].
Four other native Hindi speakers (2 female)
read 27 monosyllabic words beginning with one of
eight consonants [k   t t d b b] and with one
of eight medial vowels [a a i i u u e o]. The
same set of words was used for both consonant and
vowel training. Each word was repeated three
times by each speaker, digitally recorded, and
edited into separate files. Different words were
used for the training and discrimination test.
2.3.

[a] vs. [a]
kan ‘floor’
kan ‘ear’
ap ‘hood’
ap ‘hoof’
kal ‘soft’
kal ‘time’
at ‘previous’
at ‘body’

[u] vs. [u]
ku ‘summit’
ku ‘tall herb’
pur ‘full’
pur ‘town’
uk ‘piece’
uk ‘little’
uk ‘bristle’
uk ‘parent’

said three times, digitally recorded, and each
production was edited into a separate wav file.

Procedure

The procedure used a discrimination pretestposttest with intervening training. Participants
came to three sessions over the course of two
weeks. In the first session, the pretest was
administered, followed by training. The second
session continued the training and in the final
session, there was a final training, a short break,
and then the posttest was administered.
2.3.1. Training
Both groups of participants were trained in an
identification task using the same stimuli presented
binaurally over headphones. There were three
training sessions, each consisting of four blocks of
81 trials (the three repetitions of 27 words). The
consonant-attending group was given explicit
instructions to attend to Hindi consonants and the
vowel-attending group was given explicit
instructions to attend to Hindi vowels in a forcedchoice identification task with feedback. The
choices consisted of eight buttons displaying
arbitrarily-assigned non-orthographic characters.
2.3.2. Discrimination test.
An identical discrimination test was used for both
the pre- and posttest with counterbalanced blocks.
An AXB categorial discrimination procedure was
used to test the five Hindi consonant and five
Hindi vowel contrasts listed in Table 1.
Participants heard a series of three stimulus
words over headphones. For each triad, the first
and third were the two contrastive words of a
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minimal pair. The middle word was a different
production of either the first or the third word. Half
of these trials used minimal pairs differing by the
initial consonant and the other half used minimal
pairs differing by the medial vowel. There was no
signaling of the type of contrast tested for each
trial and feedback was not given.
The test consisted of 160 trials (10 contrasts X 4
minimal pairs X 4 trials) in two pseudorandomized, counterbalanced blocks. The interstimulus interval was 2 seconds and the inter-trial
interval was 2 seconds after response. The
participants were to decide whether the middle
word was more like the first or the last word.

interact [F(4,160)=1.01]. This lack of a training or
group effect for the vowels was expected given
their already high pretest scores (97% correct).
The difference in consonant scores was also
submitted to an ANOVA with the factors of Group
and Contrast ([b]-[b], [d]-[], [k]-[], [t]-[t], [t][]). There was a significant effect of Group
[F(1,40)=5.03, p=.03] but no effect of Contrast
[F(4,160)=0.71], nor was there an interaction
between Group and Contrast [F(4,160)=0.47].
These results indicate that orienting attention
during training affected the learning of the
consonant contrasts. See Figure 1.
Figure 1: Percentage correct on pretest and posttest
for the consonant and vowel-attending groups.

3. RESULTS
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Examining the pretest, the two groups showed no
difference in their discrimination scores prior to
training. The mean number correct (out of 16) for
each contrast for each participant was entered into
separate ANOVAs (α=.05 throughout) for vowel
and consonant contrasts with the between-subjects
factor of Group (consonant-attending vs. vowelattending) and the within-subject factor of Contrast
(5 vowel and 5 consonant contrast types). For both
vowel and consonant contrasts, the main effect of
Group was not significant [vowels F(1,40)=1.31,
consonants F(1,40)=2.22], nor was there an
interaction between Group and Contrast [vowels
F(4,160)=1.68,
consonants
F(4,160)=0.25].
However, the main effect of Contrast was
significant [vowels F(4,160)=4.56, p=.002,
consonants F(4,160)=49.78, p<.001]. This
indicates that some contrast types were more
accurately discriminated than others for both vowel
and consonant contrast types. As predicted, the
combined groups responded to the vowel contrasts
more accurately in the pretest (97% correct) than
the consonant contrasts (73% correct).
The effect of training on discrimination was
investigated by comparing the pre- and posttest
scores. In separate ANOVAs, one for vowel and
one for consonant contrasts, the effects of Group
and Contrast were tested.
The difference in vowel scores between the
posttest and the pretest was submitted to an
ANOVA with the between-subjects factor of
Group (consonant-attending vs. vowel-attending)
and the within-subjects factor of Contrast ([a]-[a],
[e]-[o], [i]-[i], [o]-[a], [u]-[u]). There was no
effect of Group [F(1,40)=0.16] nor Contrast
[F(4,160)=1.38] and Group and Contrast did not

80

70
Consonant Discrimination
Vowel Discrimination
60
Pretest

Posttest

The difference in mean scores on consonant
contrasts between posttest and pretest indicates no
effect of training for the vowel-attending group
and improved performance for the consonantattending group. Each group was examined to
determine whether there was a significant
difference between pre- and posttest scores for
consonants. The pretest and posttest consonant
discrimination scores were submitted to paired,
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one-tailed t-tests. For the vowel-attending group,
no significant difference between the post- and
pretest scores was found [t(20)= -.76]. For the
consonant-attending group, a significant difference
between the post- and pretest scores was found in
the predicted (positive) direction [t(69)=2.49,
p=.01]. These results indicate that orienting
attention toward consonants facilitated learning of
the trained consonant contrasts.
4. DISCUSSION
This study confirms that orienting attention during
phonetic training facilitates learning of the specific
class of stimuli to which the participants are
instructed to attend. For consonant discrimination,
the group instructed to attend to consonants during
training had higher scores than the group instructed
to attend to vowels. On the other hand, due to
ceiling effects, there was no differential learning
effect for the vowels.
The mechanisms of phonetic learning merit
further exploration. Previous training studies have
manipulated the types of stimuli [e.g., 15], but not
allocation of attention to those stimuli. This
experiment simply varied the instructions to attend
to certain class-specific stimuli. Presumably, these
instructions created varying endogenouslycontrolled orienting of attention across the two
groups. Orienting has differential effects on the
detection and manipulation of the stimuli in
working memory [18], and/or likelihood of transfer
to long-term memory [13].
It is noteworthy that the simple method of
participant-directed orienting of attention can have
a measurable effect on phonetic learning even
across a short training period. This method holds
promise for continuing investigation of the role of
attention in phonetic learning.
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